
HELPFUL TOILET INFORMATION 
 
 
Here is some helpful information when determining what bidet will fit different toilets. (Retro 

Fit Seats)  

 

The client’s toilet whether it is an existing toilet, or a new toilet this will depend on what bidet 

will fit on, then the client chooses what functions they want their bidets to do.  

 

These examples:  

 

Pan Set (link suite, connector suites) these generally have access to the stop cock and seat 

bolts. Depending on where the set out is our main determining factor is the distance between 

the cistern or flush pipe, to the front edge of the pan. MOST BIDETS WILL FIT ON THIS 

OPTION.  

 

Close Coupled Toilets, most have curves at back of pack to cistern, our A measurement 

front of cistern to front edge of pan NEEDS TO BE A LEVEL measurement.  

 

BTW suites, Some have access to seat bolts i.e. Stylus Venecia, Raymor Atlanta, These will 

fit also most Round Seats, water access to be determined, as if rear entry, an internal fitting 

kit will be required. I mostly suggest bottom inlet LH side, or rear inlet with separate stop 

cock to supply the water feed to the bidet.  

 

If an internal fitting kit is required, please state on order. (No Extra Charge) However if this is 

missed and we have supplied an external fitting kit, we will need to charge. 

  

Fully Enclosed BTW suites, Caroma Urbane, V&B Subway, these toilets have no access to 

seat bolts. Not all bidets will fit. Coway BA07 and BA08 cannot be top fixed, however 

BA15AR, HDB330, HDB100, HDB120, HDB140, HDBR1500, and BA13A/B models can be 

top fixed. On any Orders you will need to order top fixing bolts at no charge if on order. 

Please state on Order if an internal fitting kit is required.  



Features and Benefits Of Each Bidet 
 
 
Coway BA15AE Warm Seat, Wash Functions, no Dryer, Remote Control can be 

fitted to most toilets as standard toilet or top fix. Elongated Only. 

 

Hyundai 100,120,140, 330, Side Mounted control, warm seat, warm water bidet, 

dryer, with fit most toilets as standard or top fix.  

 

Hyundai 1500R/E Remote control, Warm Seat, warm water bidet functions, dryer, 

de odorise, will fit most toilets as standard or top fix.  

 

Coway BA08AR/E Remote can be wall mounted, Warm water bidet, warm seat, 

dryer, auto wash button, which will give a wash cleanse and dry with the push of one 

button. Needs access to seat bolts under top of pan. Top selling Healthcare model.  

All of these bidets above have anti microbial nozzles  

 

Coway BA13AR/E Remote control, S/S nozzles, Narrow Spray Only, Warm seat, 

Wash Bidet Wash, Dryer, can be fitted to both std or top fix toilets, Ergonomically 

Sleek in design.  

 

Coway BA13BR/E Remote Control, S/S Nozzles, Narrow Medium and Wide Spray, 

Warm Seat, Dryer, De odorise, Colloidal Silver, can be fitted to both std or top fix 

toilets. TOP PICK  

 

You will notice that some bidet have the option of round or elongated seat. The toilet 

measurement will decide the best option.  

 

We require 4 Measurements:  

 

A= Front of cistern to front edge of pan  

B= Between the seat bolts i.e. some Catalano and Duravit toilets cannot take our 

bidet seats due to this measurement,  

C= From back of bowl to front of bowl, keeping tape level on the pan.  

D= Seats bolts to front edge of pan.  

 



 

How to Measure a Link Suite Toilet 
 
A .  Measure down from the cistern to the flush pipe. This point is where you will 

measure from when doing the measurement of the Total length of the pan.  

 

B.   Measure from the point in the pipe you found from A to the front of the bowl. 

What we are looking for is enough room to support the size of the bidet seat and 

enough room to adjust it. 

 

 


